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WHAT A DIFFERENCE A YEAR MAKES!
We will remember 2020, for the rest of our
lives! In different ways, the pandemic has
affected our way of living plus it hit many
businesses extremely hard. YPI Asia is not an
exception, unfortunately.

same as before and available in February.
Internships in Jakarta and Taipei are still on
hold. Taipei because of government
regulations and Jakarta because of the
increasing COVID-19 numbers.

Over 90% of our students left the island in
March and April earlier this year. During that
time, we were quite optimistic about
students returning to the island latest in
September 2020. How different is the
situation now! We are almost a year since the
moment the virus hits the world.

COVID-19 IN INDONESIA

Without money coming in we had to say
goodbye to appreciated staff members and
reduce our spendings. Because of the
successful period before the pandemic we
are able to survive as a company and looking
forward to better times in 2021.

YPI ASIA 2021
With the vaccine coming and the new E-visa
regulations, things are looking slightly
better. We are offering our services for
students who would like to start in February
2021. We got in contact with the immigration
authorities and even the island is closed for
tourists now, students can still apply with our
help for an internship visa.
Our services for internships in Bali,
Yogyakarta, and West-Sumatra will be the

occupied. There hasn’t been a lockdown and
life continues in many ways.
The students who didn’t left Indonesia earlier
this year are extremely happy with their
choice. During the pandemic traveling
around the island is even better than before.
You don’t need to wait in line to take a
picture at the waterfalls or temples! It’s just
you and some locals.

The situation in Indonesia has always been
better compared with Europe. The amount
of COVID-19 cases in Indonesia is almost the
same as in the Netherlands. (December
2020) The difference between the two
countries is about 260 million people. While
the Netherlands is preparing for the
lockdown until 20 January, Bali is looking
forward to Christmas and New Year. An
estimated 370.000 tourists (mainly domestic)
will arrive this holiday month and the big
venues are promoting their Christmas and
New Year Parties.
Although Bali is hit quite hard during the
pandemic (over 70% is working in the tourist
sector) many restaurants and beach clubs are
still open. The Balinese people take care of
each other and will fight through this.
The popular beach destination, Canggu in
Bali has been surprisingly busy during the
COVID-19 situation. Many expats and Digital
Nomads are still on the island and during
weekends most of the bars are fully

Bali is still extremely beautiful and with
everything still open it’s one of the world’s
best places to bite through the pandemic.
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YPI SERVICES 2021
In 2021 the YPI service will remain the same
as the previous years. We will not increase
the prices of the different packages and we
will be based in Bali, Indonesia the whole
year. Students who started their internship in
2020 but didn’t finish because of COVID-19,
don’t need to pay for the service again if they
would like to come back or restart their
internship.

VISA APPLICATION
Indonesia is still closed for tourists and a visa
on arrival isn’t available. There are many
stories about the borders to be re-opened
soon but there isn’t an official statement yet.
Students who would like to start their
internship in Indonesia still can apply for the
right visa. With the new E-visa we are able to
invite students and business partners for
reasons other than tourists purpose.
So students who would like to start in
February don’t need to worry about the
borders still being closed.

and please contact us directly if you have
some questions about traveling to and within
Indonesia.

INTERNSHIP COMPANIES
As we mentioned before, more and more
companies are reopening in December or
didn’t close at all during the pandemic. Of
course, different hotels and resorts have
been closed for a while now but are opening
for the holiday season. With a lot of staff
being fired during the pandemic, hotels and
resorts are looking for a new healthy mix of
employees and interns. As everything is
restarting, it is a great moment for students
to jump in and learn a lot about the changes
in the hospitality world.
In the last few months, we even managed to
get a few new partners. There are now more
options for students with backgrounds in the
world of sustainability, engineering, interior
design, and architecture.

MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A
HAPPY NEW YEAR
Even it wasn’t the best year for many of us,
please enjoy the Christmas and New Year
celebrations with your dearest family
members and friends. We hope that
everybody stays healthy and that next year
will be a good one.

We hope to see many of you in 2021 and for
everybody “Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year”
Warmest greetings - Team YPI ASIA

TRAVELING IN INDONESIA
Traveling around Indonesia during the
pandemic is still possible. In November this
year, we enjoyed a holiday in Komodo
National park with the remaining student. A
rapid-test is valid for 14 days of travel within
Indonesia and the more you go East from
Bali, the less COVID-19 cases! In 2021 we are
hoping to add new trips to our activity
calendar. A trip to the island of Sumba is on
our list together with a visit to our partners
from Sumatra Volunteer in West-Sumatra.
Stay tuned to our Instagram account for
more information regarding our travel plans

CONTACT
WWW.YPI-ASIA.COM
INFO@YPI-ASIA.COM

(+62) 82145 224932

So please contact us directly for more
information about the latest internship
opportunities. If you don’t find the perfect
match at our website, let us know and we will
start looking for you directly.

